STACK LOCATIONS ACCORDING TO CLASSIFICATION
Rev. Aug. 2006

If an item arriving on a dealer selection order (DSO), firm order, serial subscription, or as a gift, or with a substitute R-card or government document routing slip, is designated for “stacks” or a generic term such as “central library”, or shows no location designation, the item is to be assigned a location as follows:

**ROBARTS STACKS**

A B C D E F G H J K L M N P TR1-195, TR624-835; TR892-899 TT U V Z ZA

*(Except Z5000-7999)*

**GERSTEIN STACKS**

Q QB QC QD QH *(Except QH540-559)* QM QP QR R *(Except RK)*

S *(Except SB SD SH SK)* TX

*(Except Z5000-7999)*

**ENGI_CSCI STACKS**

QA75-76.5 T *(Except TR1-195; TR624-835; TR892-899 TT TX)* Z5000-7999

**EARTHSCI STACKS**

QE QK QL SB SD SH SK QH540-559 ZS5351-5360; ZS5991; Z6031-6035

**MATH STACKS**

QA *(Except QA75-76.95)* Z6651-6655

**DENTISTRY STACKS**

RK

* For a detailed breakdown of Z5000-7999 see the Z Class Profile (RHB/428) rev. June 2001